Several Fraternities Pass On Cooperative Buying Plan

Three Classes to Name Two Candidates for Officers

Interfraternity Council to Hold Open Meeting in Union to Discuss McCarthy’s Plan

CLASS OFFICE ELIMINATIONS ON THURSDAY

Vernon, Frenson Select Candidates for Election.

TODAY WILL BE NAMED by selection from survivors to be made at All-College Election.

NEWS STAFF TO HOLD BANQUET

Annual Dinner Will Be Held in Union Building, Begin at 4:30.

BAND PRESENTS 2ND MUSICAL

R.O.T.C. Musicians Convince Wednesday Evening Concert with Program Tomorrow.

TUNNEL WORK IN LAST STAGES

New $125,000 Conduit to Be Completed by First Week in June.

PANHELL PARTY AT OLDS HOTEL

Friday, May 22, in Room. Embossed Invitations Rendered for Dance.

WORLD’S CHAMP SHOWS SPARTANS

Lloyd’s Speech Highlighted the U-M Outstanding Meeting.

WKAR INSTALLS BETTER OUTFIT!!!

College Radio Station Puts in New Transmitter to Improve Signal.

DEMOY WILL STAGE FROLIC

McFarland Twins Orchestra to Play for Annual Spring Event.

do you know that

Pertinent Bits of History

Information About Life from Without.

World's Champ Shows Spartans

John Wasseller Breaks Paul Record Before Large Crowd Friday.

Chemical Society Elects Officers for Coming Year

Missionary Grad in Africa Announces Daughter's Birth

Mail Visitos Carroll Converse

NOTES BOARD OF PUBLICATION

Due to an unfavorable traffic situation, Michigan State students are being encouraged to continue using public transportation. The Michigan State administration is urging the community to cooperate in this effort. The Michigan State administration is urging the community to cooperate in this effort.

W. L. McCallum, President

Michigan State News

Two for One on Any 200 Yard Commentaries, $1.00, from 8:00 to 8:30 Thursday, May 10, in the Union Building. Students are being encouraged to continue using public transportation.
ATTEND THE OPEN MEETING

Thursday night an open meeting of the Inter-fraternity Council will be held to give those individuals who are interested in the purchasing plan an opportunity to discuss and clear up the doubtful points. Mr. McCarthy, the chairman of the plan, will be present and make clear the salient points.

Many of the fraternities on the campus are reported favor- able; two have officially passed on it, and others have left it for further consideration. A few have considered it and have heard the "whole shoot" as unfavorable.

It is these latter groups that have asked him in the matter who should have a number of representatives at the next Thursday. While the plan may not officially benefit their individual case, there may in some cases be a hearing for the full details from the men who promoted the idea.

The Inter-fraternity council does not take sides in this issue. It neither supports or condones the idea. However, the plan is the culmination of many months of hard work. It is one solution to a problem that the Inter-fraternity Council has been working on for over a year. Therefore, the members of the council are not going to let it go without an even more scientific discussion in meet- ing with the fraternity and members of other societies affected.

In future to your own fraternity and to yourselves at the open meeting in the Union Thursday.

COLLEGE & ITS PURPOSE

Many have asked us to correct our errors on college and the purpose. In fact, the paramount question before them was, "What should a student accomplish in the institution?" Graduates tell us that they forgot most of what they learned in college. Yet they state that they hope education that they could not have attained the more they need in college to graduate in business. It may be that college is a training school and that what one learning has expressed himself with words, and they believe that the correct education is a thing that cannot be taught. The student himself is learning to think and to express himself when he can think on his own双脚这足

REFERENCES:
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Union Beauty Shop

Phone 2-0735
DEMA ROBERT

To Michigan State College Students Since 1919

The Campus Press, Inc.

105 W. Saginaw St., East Lansing

A Friendly Place to Stay

The Hotel Olds

Phone 2-2671
G. L. Crocker, Mgr.

Director and Natives With a Big Kill

The influence on him was whole. He no longer believed in the "old ways." He saw the need for change and was determined to lead his people in a new direction. His vision was to create a community based on equality and mutual respect. He believed that the only way to achieve this was through education and self-improvement. He encouraged his people to learn new skills and knowledge, and to challenge the traditional ways of doing things. This new approach was met with resistance from some members of the community, who felt threatened by the change. But the director remained steadfast in his beliefs, and his leadership inspired many others to join him in the struggle for progress.

Planning a Retreat for Women Students

Contemporary Campus Comment

Equality for Women

The Spartan Flower Shoppe

ORDER FROM US

Take Bouquets
Great for Special Occasions
Phone 2-0979
105 East Grand River Ave.

THE UNION

Is not always under a headline

Your State News Advertisers Have Valuable News for You Every Issue

Tell Your Merchant You Saw It in the News

NOW YOUR FEET CAN BREATHE!

Burton's Walk-Over Shop

Ask Us About Our Line of Driving Boots
State Second In Michigan Intercollegiate Events

SPARTAN THINCLADS PLACE SIX POINTS BEHIND WINNING YPSI NORMAL SQUAD IN CLOSE MEET

Clark Chambelan Sets New Varsity Record For Mile Run in Turrid Race by Running Out Swiftly at Western State With Great Ease.

By Carlotta Robertson

In spite of a brilliant mile run by Clark Chambelan and other performances that required the house of cards act of the omniony-Spartan Track followers, a home meet has roused the interest of the Michigan Normal students Michigan State for its point in the state Intercollegiate meet of the coming Saturday. Competitors come from all the states, chosen by the fact that seven meet record falls. The YPSI team, military on head and head during the afternoon, will be just that except for MThinking, the performance of the parade, in order to definitely clinch the event.

In every college town there is one outstanding tobacco

At Illinois it's—

A nother season begins with another issue of Campus. This year the issue seems to have taken on an extra sparkle. Edgeworth, many tobaccos are generous amid the tobacco basket. By Carroll and Michigan standards, this year's edition far excels all other issues. It has the characteristic oxidizing quality that creates the unique flavor of Campus.

College newsmen require tobacco for their pipes and cigars as well as for advertising purposes. For the latter purpose their tobacco of choice is the Edgeworth brand. The reason for that preference is that Edgeworth cigarettes are of the best quality and flavors. To provide the newsmen with a large selection of the Edgeworth brand, five tobaccos are available: Edgeworth, Edgeworth Original, Edgeworth Mild, Edgeworth Mild Mixture, and Edgeworth Mixture. These tobaccos are the favorite tobaccos of the tobacco basket.

EDGOWORTH
SMOKING TOBACCO

In a part of the country where cost-of-living is high, it is a good idea to provide the students with a wide selection of tobacco. This will create a demand for the Edgeworth brand and make it possible for the college to provide the students with a high-quality tobacco.

Trio of Michigan Captains Who Will Appear on Spartan Diamond Saturday

SPARTAN SPORT SHOTS

KOBSEN IDLE DURING EARLY PART OF WEEK
First of Three Tilt With Maine and Blue Set for Old College Field

WORK HARD FOR CAME.

Teddy's Retreat

Intra-mural Sport.

BOWLING AND BILLIARDS

Last Times Tonight

0000

WEDNESDAY NIGHT ONLY

"Man of the World"

THURSDAY NIGHT ONLY

The Big Tom and Tiny Man is a small town boy who turns to brick into New York by his "Money and finds himself in a new world".

WASHBURN'S
Cigars
Billiards
College Ice Cream
SMOKE SHOP

Fresh Net Team Displays Class Against Normal

PREP TRACK MEN MEET THIS WEEK
Nearly 890 High School Track Clubs to Appear in State Stadium

DURING EARLY WEEK

COLLEGE MEN

DURING EARLY WEEK

WASHBURN'S Cigars Billiards College Ice Cream SMOKE SHOP